Exam 70-410 Installing And Configuring Windows Server 2012
**Synopsis**

This 70-410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 textbook prepares your certification students for part one of a series of three exams which validate the skills and knowledge necessary to implement a core Windows Server 2012 Infrastructure into an existing enterprise environment. This Microsoft Official Academic Course is mapped to the 70-410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 exam objectives. This textbook focuses on real skills for real jobs and prepares students to prove mastery of core services such as Active Directory and the networking services. In addition, this book also covers such valuable skills as: Managing Active Directory Domain Services Objects, Automating Active Directory Domain Services Administration, Implementing Networking Services, Implementing Local Storage, Implementing File and Print Services, Implementing Group Policy, Implementing Server Virtualization with Hyper-V.

The MOAC IT Professional series is the Official from Microsoft, turn-key Workforce training program that leads to professional certification and was authored for college instructors and college students. MOAC gets instructors ready to teach and students ready for work by delivering essential resources in 5 key areas: Instructor readiness, student software, student assessment, instruction resources, and learning validation. With the Microsoft Official Academic course program, you are getting instructional support from Microsoft; materials that are accurate and make course delivery easy.
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Customer Reviews

With great ambivalence based on the price, I ordered this book for my MCSA preparation training. It arrived an hour ago and after the first 10 minutes of reading I already hit upon a very disturbing error. Page 2 (Ch. 1 - Selecting a Windows Server 2012 Edition) states that there are 4 editions of Windows Server 2012: Datacenter, Standard, Essentials and Foundation. However, on Page 6 (Supporting Server Virtualization) under its Take Note heading, referring to Table 1-3, it reads: "...You can create more than four VMs on a copy of Windows Server 2012 Enterprise, but you must purchase additional licenses to do so". Windows Server 2012 Enterprise? So there is now a 5th Windows Server 2012 edition known as "Enterprise"? The blunder continues on Page 15, again in the Take Note caption: "Server Core is not a separate product...It is an installation option included with Windows Server 2012 Standard, Enterprise and Datacenter editions." Enterprise edition? Really now! From first sight, the book appears to be well organized and geared towards the MCSA exam, but at an exceptionally lofty price of $115.39 ($$$) I am beginning to wonder how many more bits and pieces of inaccuracies lie deep within its overly high-priced pages.

Apparently the answer key can be had in another publication - I found the version by Ian Mclean to have the same exact questions WITH the answers. Hint, google some questions like "Which of the following NIC teaming" (keep the quotes) - this will land you a free pdf of Ian Mclean’s 70-410, posted by some college institution. lol, though they may take it down eventually. Thus far I’m not very happy with my purchase since my intent was for self-study (Not instructor led, must have missed that part). Instead I got a clone that appears to be less than desirable than the original (at least for me..)? Maybe this is normal with publishers/microsoft certs.. with the same cert material licensed to a conglomerate of publishers.Wonder if this is a copyright issue?

This book is full of mistakes and contradictions from 1 page to the next. Majority of the review questions are not covered at all in the chapters. Very poorly written!!! Microsoft should be ashamed to have their name on this book or they just did not review it. I have a few books from Craig Zacker and they were ok but I may not buy another from him.DO NOT BUY!!!!!Big waste of money

Book does not provide answers to the chapter review questions and Wiley will not provide. Very odd
for a study guide.

This is a required text for a college class I am taking. We have tests after each chapter provided my Microsoft that completely contradict what is written in the book. This book is loaded with errors and seems to be written just to be confusing.

At the end of each chapter there is a knowledge assessment. Unfortunately there are no answers and none to be found on the web like one of the other reviewers suggested. (Must have been removed) For what this book cost this is inexcusable. I will never purchase anything this author produces again and I would strongly urge anyone reading this to find a different book! This is a huge waste of time and money! Don't buy it!

Book is good technically. But there are no answer sheets to the pre and post tests for the chapters. Major rip off. Called the publisher, and they never set the answers after I requested them. I'm looking for a better publisher. Too bad. I usually enjoy Microsoft Press books.- Damon

I wish I could've passed on this book, but it was required for my college course. There is no glossary. For the ridiculous price I would've thought there would be some kind of links to interactive tutorials or maybe just videos. If you do need to get it, I would just purchase the kindle addition. At least you are able to use their search feature to hopefully find what you are looking for.
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